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THE DIMLY BURNING FLAX 
Norton G. Hincl{ley, '48 
No.2 
IT was the logical outcome of the Renaissance that Francis Bacon should write his ]\{ovum Organum and the logical outcome of the acceptance of the methods of the ]\{ovum Organum as the ap• 
proach to knowledge that all other approaches to the truth would 
gradually be rejected, and this spurious way lead men ever further 
from the truth. The most pernicious way that this system has under• 
mined the attempt of man to find truth is in its pretensions to the 
replacing of poetry. We have been led gradually to disbelieve in 
either absolutes or the Absolute in the most cunning fashion, until 
we have come to believe implicitly in the most evanescent part of 
God's world, the natural world, and in the empirical method as the 
only way to investigate it. 
C. S. Lewis has revealed ·in his daring publication of some let• 
ters from the underworld, 'The Screwtape Letters, that this perver• 
eion of man's purpose is the Devil's handiwork. In fact, it is con• 
eidered one of his signal victories that literature, one of God's most 
potent weapons, has been nullified. On page 139 of this revealing 
document we find "Only the learned read old books and we have 
now so dealt with the learned that they are of all men the least 
likely to acquire wisdom by doing so. We have done this by incul· 
eating The Historical Point of View. The Historical Point of View, 
put briefly, means that when a learned man is presented with any 
statement in an ancient author, the one question he never asks is 
whether it is true. He asks who influenced the ancient writer, and 
how far the statement is consistent with what he said in other books, 
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and what phase in the writer's development, or in the general his-
tory of thought, it illustrates, and how it affected later writers, and 
how often it has been misunderstood (specially by the learned man's 
own colleagues) and what the general course of criticism on it has 
been for the last ten years, and what is the 'present state of the 
question'." 
The natural scientist ceases to consider the value of what he is 
studying by putting himself outside it, which is to say that he has 
nothing to do with life and is the more impractical the more success-
ful he is in maintaining his scientific attitude. Truth, beauty, and 
goodness are all concerned with life and are not to be found among 
the qualities of nature, which is what the scientist confines himself 
to. To the natural scientist, truth means conformity among ob-
served things. But truth, beauty, and goodness are only to be found 
in a connection between oneself and the world. 
It was inevitable that some professor of English would event· 
ually seize upon Einstein's theory of relativity and apply it to poetry. 
Frederick Pottle, professor of English at Yale University, has done 
this in his book, 'The Idiom of Poetry, first published in 1941 by the 
Cornell University Press. His theory in short is that there are shifts 
in sensibility from age to age and that we have no right to call our 
sensibility the correct one any more than the scientist can consider 
the earth as at rest and all other bodies as in motion. All we can 
say is that our speed relative to another is thus and so. The problem 
is that we have all fallen inevitably into what Pottle warns against: 
we do live in a mental climate conditioned by our age, which is a 
scientific one, and furthermore, we cannot get out of it. We must 
therefore be all the more careful to distinguish the "scientific" from 
the "poetic" method of arriving at truth. We cannot, of course, 
completely, but we must try, just as we must try to defeat Old Nick 
without a chance in this world of success. 
The scientific method, then, is to remove oneself entirely from 
the picture and observe it. But if we are to be men made in God's 
image instead of one of the genus homo, in the family hominidae and 
the class mammalia, as the naturalist or psychologist would have us, 
the absurdity of trying to remove oneself from the picture is imme· 
diately apparent. Man as part of the world speculates and thus 
creates. Poetry is one of his creations. And here we part company 
with the scientist, who says that matter cannot be created nor de-
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stroyed, for poetry is as much matter as the matter of which the 
scientist speaks, if not more so. So the statement that science drives 
out poetry, as bad money drives out good, is seen to be fallacious, 
for science views the object as related to other objects, while poetry 
views the object as related to man. Johnson's dictum that Shake-
speare should not have used the words ·~nife" and "dun" because 
they are unpoetical is matched by Wordsworth's asseveration that 
"Idiot" poetry is the truest poetry. The fact is that all language 
and all life are fit subjects for the poet, including what the natural 
scientist discovers, while the natural scientist can examine poetry, 
but only its methods and materials. If one could discover all that 
there is in poetry, it would be true, as many have said, that Keats' 
poem "To Autumn" would better have been said in the one word 
"autumn." 
Pottle's critical relativism thus is of great help for a study of 
the technical skills in poetry. The words a poet uses are in this 
sense his material. The pencil and paper he uses and the images 
he evokes and the way he evokes them; the books he has read and 
the thoughts he has had, are the tools or the means to achieve his 
end; but the means is separate from these. The end is the poem 
itself, and, while we can spend profitable time on tools and mate-
rials, in the final analysis these have nothing to do with the poem, 
just as the saw and hammer have nothing to do with a completed 
house. 
So scholarship can do everything but discuss the poem itself, for 
this concerns me. And here we come to the Absolute, which Pottle 
has denied. He claims as the virtue of his system that it replaces 
what he calls more cumbersome formulae, just as the Copernican 
system replaced the Ptolemaic. However, as he also points out, 
Aristotle's Poetics is as good a thing as has been written on the sub-
ject, while his scientific works have been outmoded. This if any-
thing would intimate that there was something absolute which poetry 
sees and science does not. If anything approaches the Absolute it is 
the classics, whereby is meant not what is read eagerly and by every-
one, but what is read well and continuously; in other words, read 
by the few chosen initiated. This Absolute is connected with man 
as an individual and what he sees in a given piece of poetry. The 
remarkable thing is that when these individual experiences are com-
pared, they have many similarities and differ mainly in particulars, 
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such cis technical skill. Criticism as well as poetry must live beyond 
the century to be accepted. In Number 42 of the Spectator, Addi-
son discusses the method of representing a tragic hero: "Can all 
the trappings or equipage of a king or hero give Brutus half that 
pomp and majesty which he receives from a few lines in Shake-
speare?" This, I repeat, is written by Addison, the Augustan arbiter 
of taste, the typical Augustan who is supposed not to have appre-
ciated Shakespeare. Certainly this same sentiment might have been 
spoken in the Romantic period or in our own. To say that Shake-
speare is great only because he appeals to many levels of sensibility 
is to complicate what is simple. He appeals to what everyone recog-
nizes intuitively as beautiful, true, and good, although not everyone 
is conscious of all the facets he presents. It has been said that there 
are three independent ways to the truth: science, the humanities, 
and religion. This seems to be true, but we must be careful to see 
that because thei~ means are different, their ends are not also neces-
sarily different. That is to say, science does not lead exclusively to 
truth, the humanities to beauty, or religion to goodness. Each of 
the parts of the Platonic triad is mt!fely a facet of the Absolute. 
Therefore what is great will include, no matter what path it takes, 
something of the whole and will be only so great as it corresponds 
to what each of the three channels has discovered. It seems that no 
one man is capable of seeing with all their implications all three 
facets and getting what he sees down in viable symbols for every-
one. To make a list of those who have come close to it would be 
impossible, for many have done so in varying degrees and by dif-
ferent channels. But to say, because no man has seen it, that there 
iS no absolute is to say only that man is limited. The standard is 
outside of time and space, and just as man cannot live outside his 
environment, so certainly he is incapable of removing himself com-
pletely from time and space to contemplate the standard. Even 
before their fall, Adam and Eve were not like God, since they were 
innocent. To sum up, a man can go along all three paths a certain 
way, but he will advance along each path in varying degrees, and 
the distance traveled will vary from man to man. The great ones 
are those who have gone further than the commonalty. This is not 
progressive, it is to be noticed. Plato has come as close to it as 
anyone since, while Shakespeare in another way has come closer to 
it than any other modern. 
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When the scientist discovers a law of Nature it can be no more 
true than it is beautiful and good. So when Shakespeare speaks of 
"the Cannibals that each other eat, 
The Anthropophagi, and men whoe heads 
Do grow beneath their shoulders," 
it is not less true because further investigation has not turned up 
any people whose heads grow under their shoulders, for the lands 
Othello has visited are still as exotic as they were in the seventeenth 
century. Although it is outmoded today, Henry James' "deep well 
of unconscious cerebration," used so effectively by John Livingston 
Lowes, is just as viable a symbol as ever. Whatever one calls it, 
it is still there. It is true. The failure of the scientist to find it is 
only proof of its existence like the soul's outside the qualities of 
nature. 
Professor Pottle makes two statements about the nature of the 
classics: one that a classic is great because of richness or complexity 
of values on many levels; the other that the difference between 
Hamlet and the baldest freshman theme is one of degree and not of 
kind. It is true that a classic has a complexity of values. There 
are few of us who have fathomed Shakespeare completely. But this 
does not explain away a classic, for many books are variegated which 
are not classics inasmuch as they lack part or all of the Platonic 
triad. Nor yet can we say that the difference is one of degree only, 
for to say this is to say that any hack could write a classic. This is 
not true, not merely because no hack-writer ever has, but because 
Shakespeare perceived things and expressed them in such a way that 
they could not be imitated. Don Marquis' pete the parrot knew 
shakespeare and had heard him say 
these damned cheap shows 
i turn out to keep the 
theatre running break my heart 
slap stick comedies and 
blood and thunder tragedies 
and melodramas say i wonder 
if that boy heard you order 
another bottle frankie 
the only compensation is that i get 
a chance now and then 
to stick in a little poetry 
when nobody is looking 
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Shakespeare knew the difference. Anyone can master the technical 
skill to write cleverly, as J. P. Marquand has. But poetry is be-
yond this. 
It is with the Absolute that poetry is ultimately concerned. 
However little Qf the Absolute men may see, it cannot be said to be 
a relative matter dependent on the peculiar blindness of any century, 
for it exists outside of time. It is because of the failings of individ-
ual men, both poets and critics, to approach the ideal that false 
judgments are made. To deny this is to deny the existence of what 
exists: the classics. 
BENEATH NO SKY 
'Theodore D: Loc~wood, '48 
For what we call experience does not make sense. 
I stood beneath no sky. 
There was no wind, and there was no free radiance. 
Far up, far down, a mass, 
Without definition, fighting a meaningless 
Horizon. Freedom, dull 
But tense - so often lost in worlds moved by clanging 
Arithmetic - soothed me. 
I dreamt as I stood in the circular stillness. 
* 
"Look at those lines," said the compact little man in a tweed 
suit with a fresh, yellow briefcase. He had looked up quickly as 
he walked along. · 
"Yes, I've never seen so many people here before. Quite a 
crowd. You'd think that this was the baseball season," another 
small-set man with a grey oxford suit added in a tone which ad-
mitted that any line must inevitably be compared with those at the 
Stadium. Both men wore glasses carefully designed to be obvious 
and at the same time unattractive. They were evidently companions; 
at least they both were strolling along in front of the men's room 
in a mood sufficiently distracted that they failed to see the rope 
marking off the aisle to the ticket checker's stand. 
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"Certainly lucky I have a good sense of balance," the one in 
the tweed suit quickly asserted as he bounced away from the rope. 
Those in line seemed undisturbed. -
"The amazing thing about this collection of people is that they 
all are interested in coming here. Thirty years ago I imagine not 
nearly so many bothered to take the bus this far," said his com-
panion. 
"Since we have to wait a bit before the tour begins, let's see 
if we can get some statistics," the man with the briefcase urged. 
Lines are always respecters of persons bent upon missions. As 
soon as the two men began to inch their way along the inside of the 
rope, the line yielded a narrow passageway. Without much diffi-
culty the two soon confronted a well-groomed, middle-aged attend-
ant, immaculately uniformed in powder blue. The one with the 
briefcase assumed the initiative. 
"Pardon us, but we would like to know from whom we may 
find out about some comparative attendance figures." 
A pause followed the inquiry, a pause professionally offered 
so as to impress the line that the functionnaire knew perfectly well 
how to handle such questions. "Down the corridor to the right, 
room 39-B. Ask the secretary." 
The two men speedily complied with the directions and soon 
burst into room 39-B. The inquiry was repeated. A secretary, 
neither attractive nor appreciative of the request, la2;ily slid open a 
Ule. Thumbing through the multiple-color index, she lifted out a 
manila folder and dropped it on the edge of the desk. It was clearly 
and neatly marked "Comparative Attendance Figures." 
A nod or two acknowledged the service. "Here we are. 1914-
average daily attendance 529," said the man with the briefcase. 
"What about the boom days of 1922?" his companion asked. 
"Let me see. 1922-average daily attendance 612. Not much 
increase ... . But look at 1947-8,216! Incredible. In twenty-five 
years that much increase,'' the man with the briefcase observed 
significantly enough to introduce a hiatus in the conversation. 
Equally impressed, his companion gingerly prompted, "Well, 
let's go back tq the line. The guided tour begins soon." 
Using his briefcase very professionally, the other quickly jotted 
the figures down, paused, and then added, "Incredible. I'll have to add 
those figures to my speech on education for the conference. You\-~ 
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coming, aren't you? Really amazing what has happened in American 
education .... 8,216 passing through this museum daily to look 
at Rubens', Durers, Cezannes! It's impressive. I would never have 
dreamt such a figure." 
The line absorbed the two men; the sum had been added to. 
The line moved on slowly, warmly, but its animating force remained 
a mystery. 
* 
I marvelled at the quantitative illusion 
I stared at the inheritance of figured culture. 
I dreamt as I stood on an invisible slope. 
* 
The machines throbbed brilliantly in the bright fluorescent light. 
They marched through their paces with a certain engaging disdain. 
They produced; and a man watched, checking the repetitious move-
ment. 
"There's a regularity in these machines which marks men as 
well as metal. A magnificent monotony! I even reflect the coming 
and going, the pressing and lifting. . . . And they stamp out leisure 
all in one process. Tonight it's a second-rate fight. They always 
get a crowd; they know you'll come; they know you'll bring your 
wife. It's almost as if they knew you'd follow a pattern. Work is 
no longer work. The same sort of energy that propels these ma- · 
chines propels our living. I'll take my wife to make her forget her 
suffering. It's all nicely geared to make that possible .... " 
"$52 .80 a week should satisfy anyone. It's easy to run society 
on dollars and cents. Measure it out. But where? The world's a 
mess now; nobody knows what they're doing .... Politicians are 
no better than th~e machines - they're alive only when they're 
running. We'll send another petition. The locals aren't local 
enough to be overlooked - they're an aggregate. Aggregates are 
easy enough to keep going. The individual submits, and then he 
doesn't have to move toward anything. These machines just move! 
They've surrendered, but conquered! Bite as deeply as you want! 
Press the material as you want! You'll find it's soft stuff - every-
thing's soft and mediocre. It's dumb, steel stuff, easily crushed and 
easily bent. Why worry? A lost child - she'll get over it -
she'll be bent anew. $52.80 a week means a diversion. It's all soft 
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stuff in a fast moving world. Why point to this or that flaw after 
the machine has whirled ahead? It's all marked out! Pressing and 
lifting . . . pressing and lifting." 
The machines moved back and forth with the same careful, 
careless motion. The operator performed the timed gestures - a 
penny against a foot of the soft stuff; a week's wage against a mile. 
An aggregate produced. 
* 
I watched the motion; for movement was the solvent. 
I wept at the inheritance of mechanized creativity. 
I dreamt as I listened to a tormenting wind. 
* 
(Neither dialogue nor monologue, but very contemporary.) 
A polished, urbane man started the lecture. A number of assistants 
adjusted the necessary plates, pulled down the appropriate maps, 
used the pointers whenever necessary. For this was a demonstra-
tion. 
Evolution has certain scientific premises. It is in the nature of 
an hypothesis itself. Nevertheless, enough facts are available to make 
the argument rather accurate. Age yielded to age. Surely the audi-
ence understands that. Just watch the child pass through various 
stages. 
(The audience counted birthdays. One couple in particular 
thought of the baby-sitter .... Age took care of age.) 
Man evolved through ages and ages, not because of his adjust-
ment, but rather as a result of his inability to adapt himself. 
(A smiling paradox the audience immediately appreciated and 
applauded. One couple remembered a series of skin diseases which 
only a change in climate would cure.) 
If evolution is a mystery, it is only because it is hopeful; for 
we can appreciate evolution if we perceive a goal, a precise final-
ity. This purposiveness in human life means liberty. Liberty in 
turn, means transition to higher forms. Good is that which aids 
evolution; evil, that which retards it. 
(The audience shifted unconsciously under this barrage, sup-
ported as it was by charts of Pre-Cambrian to Modern Man, and 
religious counterparts. But one couple couldn't separate this type 
of good and evil very clearly; they were conscious' of definitions.). 
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Symbols are evolutionary and inevitably lead to a well-defined 
end, which end modifies every action. 
lHow many of the audience pictured shiny, brass, machine-
tooled cymbals there is no way to judge. Nor are the many reactions 
to the conclusion worked out very carefully. Any couple may have 
commented: 
"A tremendous, interesting experience. They certainly have 
the evidence, although sometimes it's a little difficult to follow their 
logic. It certainly seems right, though." 
"Yes, the good really becomes significant .... Yes, I'll have a 
cigarette now .... Well-attended too .. . growth always sort of 
fascinated me, didn't it you?" 
The conversation was not going very far, but the escort quickly 
assumed the social responsibility. 
"Can't I take you home? We could stop on the way and get 
a bite to eat. There's a new sign down the street. From the out-
side the place looks good.'' 
"Fine. As long as you won't let me forget my wrap again. 
Remember the time at the theater? .. . " The two disappeared to 
supply the material man; contemporary substance has certain revolu-
tionary premises.) 
* 
I heard standards standardi4ed and meaning destroyed. 
An old wind had risen 
To worry distant valleys- weird, wandering chorale. 
I pondered the value 
Of life, that which we live for. Three dreams are but things 
We live with - conditions. 
And yet to make some sense of this experience, 
I left my place beneath no sky. 
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ODYSSEUS MEANS VICTIM OF ENMITY 
"However far a man may have strayed, a friendly god could 
bring him safely home, and that with ease." 
The Odyssey, Boo~ III. 
1 
I have come, Teiresias, a hard way, 
Followed precise letters of the law 
To reach whatever words you have to say 
Which show me home again ... I saw 
It years ago - time breeds centuries now -
When look of hills whose loneliness loved night 
Made me escaper from the tamer low 
Farmfields where expectancy was slight 
In March and generous in fall, 
On whose fast shores the cliff-decided sea 
Displayed much versatility with all 
Possible persuasion. Its beauty tortured me. 
Froin that sounding surf came beckoning. 
How in the fullsun air life-crazy gulls 
Were confidently intricate of wing 
And weary steamers bartered the tide pulls 
As wanderer watched landfall! Prophet, 
What heading, Wiseman, turns to single north? 
The sea's sufficiency devises profit 
For who are landless, seeking ancient worth. 
2 
I witnessed April last night wafted over 
Mountainous ocean, intransmutable deep, 
Forgot for moments fathoms as old clover 
Swayed my mind with antique fields, the keep-
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sakes of the sun, terrific flowers 
Unpetalled now to dust, sad souvenirs, 
That bent procedures of the winds and hours 
Inherited with legacies of years. 
Forgot, I say, necessity for stars 
Gazing their guidance on tall mariner, 
Unsurprised by meteor which chars 
Its exile to pastorals stonier 
Land. Over the vulgar gulls, long whisperings 
Betrayed my presence back through windy moons. 
Clocks and calendars unraveled things 
Past all experience. Like unsolved runes 
Memory came. My days were seaward spent, 
Lingered in ample time under archaic 
Suns, dwindled where stags went 
Hunters of shadow, fantasy never prosaic. 
3 
Out of the swing of the sea, in another 
Part of the forest, leaves disturbed by deer 
Posing beside the secrecy of other 
Water- springs complacent and clear -
Danced in the whirlwind of the always hunted 
And settled like galleons in the crystal ocean 
Lambent with jewels - eyes imaged - that confronted 
The puzzled hart sobbing from the commotion. 
A piece of the sky was prisoned in that pool. 
Deciduously a velvet shade grew in it. 
Its mirror harbored many echoes; its cool 
Thick stillness hid the song of summer's linnet, 
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And almanacs of seasons stood around. 
Precipitous swampgrass leaned to its duplication, 
Studying lined perfections. Never the sound 
Of stone or stars rippled its explanation 
Until one midnight moon spoke of the sea, 
And I, accompanied by the quiet corpse 
Lodging within a silhouetted tree 
Near the pool's edge, felt how the calm mind warps. 
4 
Blind man, most perspicacious seer, 
Before your sight is dimmed in generations 
Of sailor absence, say where the lost year, 
Longer than the dull reverberation 
Mocking the splendid towers of the mind, 
Competes again with dynasties of sun 
Relegating lines and shades behind 
The face, the form, and the derelicted run 
Their only transmigrations to the past, 
The former days when future was a dream, 
And dream, no nightmare, never promised mast-
head oceans breaking nor the three-fate scheme. 
Drink the dark blood, authentic voice, and speak 
The navigation, quick arithmetic 
Of three-star fix from whereon we eke 
The course point, compass heading starboard triptych 
Of Havens when brave cities shout us home, 
Consulted skies condescending glistening 
Receptions, and the kingdom yelling come. 
Speak, Teiresias, answer. I am listening. 
John P. Fandel, Jr., '48 
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LET'S HAVE PEACE FOR A CHANGE 
Harry M. Bracl{en, '49 
THE occasion of Trinity's first visiting lecturer for this year offers a chance for little speculation. Mr. Hanson Baldwin, military editor for the New York 'Times, spent the evening 
describing the perils of living in a world divided in two camps. A 
year ago Yale's philosopher Northrop told us of our hopes, fears, 
and chances in ONE world. Obviously things had changed. 
As I looked about, I saw that a change had taken place in the 
audience as well as in the point of view expressed. On all sides 
sat colonels and majors of the Army giving silent assent to the 
speaker's every word. A year ago students eagerly questioned Mr. 
Northrop and later flocked to the bookshops to buy his best-selling, 
'The Meeting of East and West . The staff colonel to my rear asked 
me if I knew the publisher of Mr. Baldwin's latest book, entitled 
Strategy For Victory . Very obviously things had changed. 
Mr. Baldwin spent the major part of his lecture on the murder-
ous implications of the next war. Defense from the varied methods 
of extermination is practically impossible. Hence we must realize 
that the best ·defense is a good offense. In other words, the country 
must at all times be prepared for immediate action. He recom-
mended increased civilian participation in the military, for he deemed 
the reconciliation of freedom with security a major problem. Pure 
essences of either freedom or security are not to be found within the 
realm of human experience; hence we must follow the middle 
way - a recurring feature of his line. 
He supported the opinion that we can pull through an atomic 
war with ourselves and our cherished ideals intact. It was suggested 
to him that wars have heretofore shown themselves to be rather un-
successful ventures. America has had enough experience to know, 
but she seems not to have learned from it. World War II's aim in 
preserving freedom was forgotten with the advent of the Thomas 
Committee. The 'Time's military editor has been joined by too large 
a portion of America in feeling that we have more to lose through 
Christian pacifism than we have through an atomic or bacteriological 
war. 
People think that we would be swallowed up by Russia if we 
followed the path of Christian pacifism, but thus far such historical. 
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prophesying has not had too high a degree of accuracy. The influ-
ence of a pacifist America upon the masses of Russians, who love war 
no more than we do, must be reckoned with. It would undoubtedly 
produce such profound changes in the world situation as to render 
long range forecasting unintelligible. 
The majority of the national income now spent on wars past 
and contemplated would be better expended on worldwide rehabili-
tation and education. Spent on bigger and better atom bombs we 
may have the questionable honor of "winning" another war and at 
the same time having lost our cherished ideals in the effective prose-
cution of it. As many, including Mr. Baldwin, have pointed out, 
there are a good many military men now in various· positions in all 
branches of the civil government. I fear most of them are because 
of this notion of effective prosecution and preparedness. Neverthe-
less, it tends to set up a pattern that can function as a unit under 
the dubious guise of "emergency," thereby abridging all recourse to 
democratic opinion. The strengthened military interests and the 
preparations for future wars have already considerably dampened 
democratic processes in fields of scientific research and investigation. 
Similar restrictions in the political arena impinge on the moral action 
of the individual. 
The argument is advanced that armies are not the cause of wars, 
that it is and always has been the fault of men. However, we need 
not arrive at the conclusion which many taking that premise do, 
that is, if arms do not cause wars it is proper to invest in them. It 
would be better to doubt the value of spending most of the national 
income on repairing and preparing armies, atom bombs, etc. Neither 
will that investment be a cause for peace. The problem originates 
and must be solved in the hearts of men. 
The issue at stake involves the highest moral considerations in 
a sphere generally considered amoral. Murdering is abhorred, 
lynching is frowned on, mass murder is glorified. By increasingly 
frightening dimensions war has become the major problem of our 
civilization. In these days of continual military preparation the 
problem has been so presented as to have been taken for granted in 
the lives of most people. The people were shocked at the charges of 
cannibalism made against some of those Horrible Japs, but they re-
frained from using their moral sense long enough to question the 
dropping of the atom bomb at Hiroshima. 
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We must not blindly accept the dictates of certain interests and 
head off to war. It must be acknowledged that warfare is not a 
moral activity. We must then decide our individual position. I 
believe that non-violence is the only stand that one can take and still 
remain true to one's conscience, creed, and country. 
This is not a new idea. It is implicit in any serioUs considera-
tion of warfare. It is also the natural conclusion to the Sermon of 
the Mount, which He meant to be a guide for every life. Clearly 
the entire significance of the life and teaching of Christ was one 
opposed to warfare. 
It has not been my desire to base the argument upon expedi-
ency, but to study this important issue concerning which Mr. 
Baldwin's lecture has given us a chance to speculate. American 
self-preservation is not my motive, but rather a conviction that this 
serious problem should be given our highest moral and intellectual 
considerations. Not tacitly deemed "natural," the problem, as I 
have mentioned above, is not to be solved except in the hearts and 
minds of men. Conduct based upon expediency can not offer the 
solution. It must pass into the religious level, for only then can the 
ethical factors be truly dynamic in our lives. Expediency may give 
us an idea of the futility of war, as I have tried to illustrate, but 
only from the Christian point of view can we perceive the root of 
the problem of war and persistently fight it in our lives. 
The cry goes up, "I'd be a pacifist if all the enemy were," but 
if we let Christianity be a force in our lives there can be no "if" in 
our cry nor "enemy" in our vocabulary. Most Americans and Rus-
sians do not want war, but they imagine themselves caught in a 
tide, and in so doing, before long they verily are. They make the 
mistake of assuming that war is something that can exist apart from 
them. It cannot, and for that reason we are each responsible to a 
greater or less degree for it. The fetters of economics and politics 
make complete non-participation very difficult, but such severance 
from our brothers is not the goal. Loving our neighbor does not 
require us to join him if he decides to kill his neighbor. We must 
strive to reduce friction in the interplay between peoples, not pray 
for peace and unload atom bombs to eliminate the "cause" of the 
friction. There is no need to become caught in the eddies of opinion 
of past generations. Let us assert our· stand in favor of Christian 
pacifism and live by it. Let the Meeting of East and West be not 
in war but rather in the hearts of men. 
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SPARRING PARTNERS 
Burnley R. Elam, Jr., '48 
THE crowd jammed the ringside seats. As usual, the arena was :filled with an almost stifling haze of smoke. Tension among the spectators was mounting this night to a new high 
as they waited for the :fistic battle between the oversized, awkward, 
strong-armed giant and his slim, crafty, powerful opponent, a :fighter 
whom the world had nicknamed "playboy" for being typically 
American. This was the battle for the world's heavyweight cham-
pionship. The records of both men were kno n to everyone, and 
the gamblers were betting 3 to 1 in favor of the playboy. Hereto-
fore, the foreign giant had shown little technical skill, but plenty 
of brute strength, while the local boy was known for a speedy deliv-
ery and a terrific punch at close quarters. The question in the minds 
of the spectators was: can the giant take solid punches in the 
stomach and still protect himself sufficiently against a steady bar-
rage of body blows? The answer would be forthcoming in a matter 
of minutes. 
The main event of the evening was about to begin. As the 
two bruisers ducked beneath their corner ropes, the announcer 
began bawling out the familiar spiel introducing the two contenders. 
The excited throng moved to the edge of. their seats at the sound 
of the bell, bringing the heavyweights bounding to the center of the 
ring for- Round One! 
A few moments of cagey sparring was enough for the playboy 
to ferret out the weak spots in the defense of his opponent. He 
waited until the right moment, then came lashing into the big hulk 
in front of him - not savagely, but with precision, timing, and 
all the science that years of experience had taught him. The Yank 
feinted, ducked, side-stepped potential killer-blows while waiting for 
the propitious moment to step in with a right hook to the jaw, an 
uppercut that came from the mat, or a short, solid jab to the mouth. 
By his tactics, he was demonstrating a superb brand of boxing. But 
the giant W'!-5 tough. 
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Round followed round until the bell sounded the beginning of 
the 15th and last round. Now the chips were down, and Playboy 
began systematically to pummel the hairy hammerhead into such 
a mass of bleeding pulp that the referee stopped the match, pro-
claiming the American winner and still "champeen of the world." 
The playboy had cut ribbons of flesh from the giant's face and fore-
head, not with a carving knife, but with deft strokes of a gloved 
nst .... 
. . . . Today, an excited world is focusing its attention upon the 
United Nations Org~ation with spectators from every country 
on the· globe watching and waiting for the outcome. They can see 
the possibilities of another world's championship fight developing. 
They know that if it ever comes, the contestants will be Russia, the 
Primo Camero of the world, with the Balkans as her second, versus 
the United States, the Max Baer of International Society backed by 
Great Britain and the Western Allies in the opposite comer. 
So far the matchmakers, diplomatic representatives to the U . N. 
0 ., have offered the world little but pre-fight publicity. Both con-
testants have released their statements to the press in order to stir up 
antithetical feeling toward the opposing camp. The record of each 
has been exposed for the perusal of all interested peoples - a 
record bearing full witness to an intense nationalistic feeling on both 
sides coupled with a formidable show of power. 
But no gambler is going to accept the past record of a man 
as the sole basis for placing a bet. He must know the mental and 
physical condition of the battlers involved. While the United States 
is definitely weak as a result of demobilization of her armed forces, 
Russian strength cannot be closely estimated with any degree of 
accuracy. Non-commitments are a part of the Russian strategy. 
The gradual screening of all Red activity with an iron curtain has 
led to wild public speculation, placing Russia's brute strength in 
manpower under arms high above that of the United States. 
According to the diagnosis of the diplomatic doctor in the per-
son of the U. S. ambassador, the heart of Russia is strong despite 
severe poundings of the past war against its main arteries. Exhaus-
tive tests have proven the cardiacal system of the U. S. equally as 
strong, disturbed only by sporadic but severe political strife and a 
slight murmur resulting from the internal tension. 
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Mentally, both the giant and the playboy are worn-out -
exhausted and tired from years of extreme pressure on their reserve 
energy. Both contenders for world leadership are aware of the sev· 
eral deficiencies clearly written on their health chart. What the 
world is anxiously waiting to know is just what will be the reaction 
of the chief contender after a repletion of her vital reserve? Unlike 
the boxing commissioners of the sports world, the U. N . delegates 
are not at all solicitous about promoting this title match, after hav• 
ing learned from experience the disastrous consequences of such a 
fight. 
The length of reach of a man is certainly an important consid-
eration in judging a winner. On this point we find the Russian 
arm is comprised of one-sixth of the earth's soil - a vital and glar-
ing fact that clearly overshadows the U. S. counterpart. However, 
the greater reach does not mean necessarily better protection. In· 
deed, Russia's long reach is likely to become less coordinated under 
pressure, a definite detriment to her safety when compared to the 
compact, fast-moving arm of the United States. Certainly it re· 
quires more power to keep a long limb extended than a shorter one 
when endurance is the key to success. 
Neither camp desires to begin the rigorous training that a 
championship match incurs. Not at the moment. Time must be 
called to allow the anabolic processes to mend the waste of the last 
great fight. Thus we feel reasonably secure in the belief that there 
will be no battle for another five years. While managers are hurl• 
ing derogatory remarks and tempers are being lost almost daily, 
there is still the possibility that they will one day be reconciled to 
becoming partners in the same camp. Once a conciliatory contract 
is signed and sealed, not only on paper, but in the hearts of each 
contestant, they both will then be able to share in the richest prize 
the world can hope to offer - PEACE. 
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RAGING WAVES 
Rear loud wild child of Nature; 
Hurl with a foaming rage 
Against thy foe, the silent sand. 
One after one the waves, 
Crashing with white-crowned crests, 
Roar loud, then quietly recede. 
From what black, infernal womb 
Where sky embraces sea 
Spring they in furied birth? 
Have your moment's vengeance. 
Whine, roar, leap; break, crash, die -
Be an instant, then be gone. 
If our life, could as yours 
Be one supreme moment 
Then obliVion, peace without pain. 
Leonard I!. Greenberg, '48 
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BOOK REVIEW 
James F. Straley, '48 
THE furor raised by the Kinsey Reportl, as it is commonly called, can only be compared to that caused by the annunci-ation of the Darwinian theory. The studies of Darwin and 
Kinsey, while both purely scientific, have r~sulted in an inordinate 
amount of sensationalism among scientists and laymen alike. This 
is unfortunate, for the results achieved by objective investigation are 
liable to distortion by those readers who attempt to adjust them to 
their own preconceptions. It leads the thoughtful person to ask if 
this is not merely another book written with the intent to shock. 
Such was not the purpose of the authors of Sexual Behavior of 
the Human Male. It has been long evident that there is a need for 
factual knowledge of human sex activities; Dr. Kinsey and his asso-
ciates have given us by far the most complete and accurate informa-
tion to date. 
Sexuality has pervaded the thoughts and actions of man from 
the first cave-drawing of animals to our modern, more diversified 
erotica. But in no field have there been so many prejudices and 
misconceptions. For all the great substance of sexual literature, 
poetic and pornographic, it was not until the end of the nineteenth 
century that a scientific system.i.zation of the phenomena of sex was 
attempted. This was in the field of sexual psychology, of which 
Havelock Ellis is generally recogni.4ed as the pioneer scientist. His 
was the role of a descriptive observer of the well-adjusted and the 
maladjusted individual. It was left to Breuer and Freud to give us 
our first concept of a dynamic psychology of sex. More often than 
not, the factual contributions to Freud's theory of the dynamics of 
psychosexual development have been eclipsed by the arguments sur-
rounding it. Malinowski, an anthropologist and sociologist, by study-
ing various island societies with different cultural backgrounds fi:om 
ours, developed the thesis of the "plasticity of sexual instincts under 
I. Sexual Beh~n~iQI" in the Human Male: By Alfred C. Kinsey, 
Professor of Zoology, Indiana University; and Wardwell B. Pomeroy 
and Clyde E. Martin, Research Associates, Indiana University. Phila-
delphia and London: W. B. Saunders Company. 804pp. $6.SO. 
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varying cultural influences. But while these are important contri-
butions to our modern views of the psychology of sex, very little of 
worth was being done in the actual gathering of facts. At times 
psychiatrists seemed to be concerned only with the classification and 
development of the psychopathological patient. By this restriction we 
were deprived of reliable information on the person who needed no 
mental treatment. It is thought-provoking to :find that it is a 
biologist, not a psychologist, who :finally gives a picture of the sexual 
pattern of the Americart male. 
Dr. Kinsey has used his training as an insect taxonomist in this 
study. Taxonomy is a division of biology which employs a statistical 
method to measure the variations in individuals. To secure a good 
sample, individuals are collected in such a way tha.t precludes bias, 
so that after measurement and classification it is possible to tell what 
ca~sed each variant. After gathering a large enough sample, the 
taxonomist compares groups with identical backgrounds except for 
)ne item; this item may then be determined as the factor which 
causes the variations. For the analyses in the present study the 
population has been broken down in groups with the same marital 
status, age at time of interview, age at adolescence, educational level, 
occupational class of subject and parent, rural or urban background, 
religion, and religious adherence (showing the degree of participa· 
tion of the subject) . 
Most of the discussions and the reviews of the Kinsey Report 
have ignored the truly important social implications of the data and 
become absorbed in the tabulation of the incident rates for the vari· 
ous forms of sexual outlet. Kinsey has found an enormous variation 
in the sexual behavior of the various economic, social, and educa-
tional levels - and between individuals themselves. But our code 
of morals and sex laws is baied upon the assumption that individ-
uals are similar sexually and can all be made to conform to the 
mores of the day. There has been almost total unawareness of the 
range of variation in the realm of sexual behavior. No wonder that 
ther~ is endless argument even by people of the same back-
ground over human sexuality. Persons with scientific training are 
also guilty of rationa~ing their own particular patterns as the only 
fit ones for all the population. From this we have set up definitions 
of abnormalities and perversions which would condemn much inno· 
cent erotic practice. 
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When encountering psychopathological subjects with histories 
of socially unacceptable behavior, clinicians have tended to place the 
blame on these particular items for the psychoses and neuroses evi, 
denced by their patients. It is not the departure from the established 
customs which have caused the subjects' mental disturbances, for 
witness the millions of other commonly considered "normal" people 
. who are engaged in the very same activities. More likely, if our 
psychologists and psychiatrists were better informed of the sexual 
histories of the well,balanced individual, there would be a more dill, 
gent search for the underlying personality defects which have led 
to mental aberrations. The Kinsey Report is especially valuable in 
this line, for here is objectively accumulated data dealing with both 
the conformists and non,conformists to the social group. 
Kinsey states that "Whatever the moral interpretation, there 
is no scientific reason for considering particular types of sexual activ, 
ity as intrinsically, in their biologic origins, normal or abnormal." 
This is of the greatest import for our sex laws have, then, been set 
up to preserve custom, not the person. In contrast to the hedonistic 
cultures and religions which believed that sexual activity is of 
good in itself for the pleasure derived, the Hebrews held an ascetic 
approach to sex. For them the only function of sex was procreation, 
and only in the married state. These Talmudic laws were adopted 
with little change into the medieval ecclesiastical law. Our present 
Anglo, American sex laws and taboos are a direct outgrowth of the 
codes of two or three thousand years ago. In one of Kinsey's few 
moments of humor he comments: "Either the ancient philosophers 
were remarkably well,trained psychologists, or modern psychologists 
have contributed little in de:fining abnormal behavior.'' 
Since the unmarried male cannot legally procreate, all sexual 
outlets are closed to him except auto,sexualism. This is more or less 
accepted as a substitute for pre-marital intercourse among those who 
attain the college level of education Kinsey has found; however, 
those of a lower educational and social level view it as immoral and 
perverted. The problem is more intense because it has been proved 
that it is in the teens that males have the greatest sexual capacity. 
The less educated 85 per cent of the males are forced into illicit 
activities, and the situation is aggravated by the fact that tlie usual 
adolescent girl is able to get along with about one,:fifth of the sexual 
outlet of the males. For most of the unmarried males, pre,marital 
intercourse conatitutes the primary sexual activity. 
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Our educators, jurists, sociologists, and medical men are drawn 
from the better educated portions of the population. As a conse-
quence, they are unable to realize the conflict between the mores 
which they have set up and the lower level philosophy. All socio-
sexual activity to the upper level is a moral issue while to the lower 
level it is merely a question of what is natural or unnatural. Here 
is the basis for most of the tragedy and psychological conflict en-
gendered by sexual activity. We are in need of a realistic approach-
a reali2;ation of the diverse sexual patterns of different social and 
educational strata - in order to reconcile the problems brought about 
the irrational belief that what one's community does is right. 
Dating from the ancient ascetics it has been felt that it was 
possible for an individual to turn his sexual energies to something 
more "cultural" or "refined". Freud affirmed the theory of sublima-
sublimation but offered no proof of its validity; it seems to be one 
of those concepts which satisfies everyone so well that no one wishes 
to disturb our equilibrium by submitting it to a test. The authors 
of this study, although definitely not prepared to assert that there 
is no such thing as sublimation, have not found "individuals whose 
erotic responses have been reduced or eliminated, without nervous 
disturbance, as a result of an expenditure of energy in utterly non-
sexual activities." Admittedly, because no examples of sublimation 
were found does not necessarily prove that it does not exist, but it is 
not an unreasonable assumption to make. On this subject Kinsey says: 
"If then, from the list of low-rating males, one removes those who are 
physically incapacitated, natively low in sexual drive, sexually un-
awakened in their younger years, separated from their usual sources 
of sexual stimulation; or timid and upset by their suppressions, there 
are simply no cases which remain as clear-cut examples of sublima-
tion. Whether there is partial sublimation among individuals with 
higher rates of outlet, it would be much harder to determine: . . . 
Certain it is that among the many males who have contributed to the 
present sample, sublimation is so subtle, or so rare, as to constitute 
an academic possibility rather than a demonstrated actuality." This 
will, no doubt, be discouraging news to the great number of males 
who have recommended and striven for sublimation. 
Another concept of Freudian psychology, however, has been 
substantiated: that sexuality is found in the youngest child. Pre-
adolescent boys are physiologically capable and not uncomnionly do 
... ; .. 
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experience basic sexual phenomena. And Freud's theory of psychic 
determinism has been validated. This states that the sexual be-
havior and attitudes developed in the early life of the individual 
determine the reactions of the adult. By comparing earlier ahd 
later histories of the same subjects and histories of younger and 
older generations it is seen that early in adolescence or before, socio-
sexual patterns are stabilized. This suggests to this reviewer that the 
vigorous campaigning by some persons for sexual education in the 
high schools is misguided energy if their intentions are to form 
young minds. It is too late; in all probability, the boys' formative 
years have already passed. What sexual education schools and par-
ents give is usually restricted to the fundamentals of reproduction 
and is little concerned with attitudes. "Patterns of behavior are the 
products of attitudes; and attitudes may begin shaping long before 
the child has acquired very much, if any, factual information." 
What then does determine our sexual attitudes? Kinsey is not 
yet prepared to answer this question definitely by statistics, but he 
is able to make some generalizations. Remember that we have found 
that b.y at least the middle-teens the sexual patterns are crystallized~ 
data seems to indicate as psychologists and psychiatrists have long 
felt, that the effective part of the development of the male is in the 
very early childhood. It is not the social level of the parents or the 
community which is the final determinant of the behavior and atti-
tudes of the young boy; startlingly enough, it is the position in life 
which he attains, regardless of the background which resolves his 
sexual pattern. The behavior of the college boy whose parents are 
uneducated and poor is like that of the rest of the college boys who. 
come from richer and better educated homes. This is highly sig-
nificant; an explanation for this would answer many of the funda-
mental problems of genetic psychology. The learning process in 
sexual matters is much more neblulous than that in unsexual social 
attitudes, religious preferences, or the common mores of the com• 
munity. Certainly the paren~al and communal influences cannot 
be overlooked, yet there is evidently a factor of more importance 
in the histories of those youths who do not remain in the social levels. 
of their families. It is to be hoped that this will be clarified · in a 
later study. 
It appears to be the common cry that the younger generation 
has recently become a great ·deal more promiscuous. A great number 
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of explanations are offered for this bit of alarming news; heading the 
list is the last war. Morals among the service men and over the 
nation in general were pictured as crumbling or completely degen• 
erated. No more fallacious observation could be advanced. There 
has been almost no change in the sexual activities of the American 
male over the past twenty or so years - the time-scope of this re• 
port. There have been a few minor changes of attitude which have 
resulted in an increase in pre-marital petting and early pre-marital 
intercourse among the lower educational levels (probably as a 
consequence of better living conditions and better health as a rule) . 
Also, there has been a slight replacement of the frequency of pre-
marital relations with prostitutes by those with non-prostitutes. 
Too few people ·have reafued that there are more than two 
distinct patterns of sexual behavior - that a male does not have to 
be totally heterosexual or to the same degree homosexual. This 
fallacy is closely allied to the identification of homosexuality with 
distinctive physical and mental effeminancy. Both psychically and 
actively, it has been found, homosexuality is not a clear-cut entity. 
Because homosexuality is one of the more socially taboo items, the 
figures for the frequency of outlet from this source have been se• 
cured by twelve different methods of comparing data, in order to 
assure validity. The r~ults are consistently the same for all samples. 
It is impossible except in a few cases to classify a subject as a homo-
sexual or a heterosexual, but only to assign him a position on a 
graph, thus showing his relative homosexuality or heterosexuality as 
compared to the rest of the population. It is the degree of one or 
the other which is significant as there is only four per cent of the 
males who have been completely homosexual for their entire lives 
while 37 per cent of the entire body of males have had some com-
plete homosexual activities. Of the males who remain single until 
the age of 35, one-half have had homosexual experiences. For a 
minimum of three years between the ages of 16 and 55 more than 
one out of every six males has had at the very least as much homo-
sexual activity as heterosexual. And probably these frequency rates 
are low because of the natural reticence of many to reveal a history 
of socially abhorred behavior. If the commonness of homosexuality 
were generally known, the attitudes of society towards it would 
have to be revised - unless, naturally enough, we would want to 
condemn one out of every three American males at one time or 
another in their lives. 
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Kinsey's prophetic conclusion to the study should not be ignored: 
"Viewed objectively, human sexual behavior, in spite of its di-
versity, is more easily comprehended than most people, even scien-
tists, have previously reali4ed .... To each individual, the significance 
of any particular type of sexual activity depends very largely upon 
his previous experience. Ultimately, certain activities may seem to 
him to be the only things that have value, that are right, that are 
socially acceptable; and all departures from his own particular pat-
tern may seem to him to be enormous abnormalities. But the sci-
entific data which is accumulating makes it appear that, if circum-
stances had been propitious, most individuals might have become 
conditioned in any direction, even into activities which they now 
consider quite unacceptable. There is little evidence of the existence 
of such a thing as innate perversity, even among those individuals 
whose sexual activities society has been least inclined to accept. 
There is an abundance of evidence that most human sexual activities 
would become comprehensible to most individuals, if they could know 
the background of each other individual's behavior." 
LAST WARNING 
When the trumpets' last flirting echo 
Had been lost in the mire of suffering, 
When the proud were finally humbled 
And the humble were left in a ruin, 
Then with foolhardy confidence 
Into the arms of an illusion 
You sprang to a drunken oblivion. 
"Away, streamlined mortogenesis". 
Don't look at the tyrant of hunger, 
Tum away from hard pressed allies, 
Tum friends away without compassion, 
Tum friendship to smoldering fury. 
Then the meek shall inherit the earth, 
By graveyard on graveyard. 
Robert W. Herbert, '50 
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RENASCENCE 
Irwin C. Wade, '48 
MANILA lay steaming under a fiery May sun as the Cathe-dral clock boomed noon. The morning's rain had become a haze of steam on the wet-dry Quiapo Square, and a gentle 
rumble from the north heralded the late afternoon showers. For 
a few uncertain hours the sun would burn unmercifully, and then 
the rain would come again. A slow, patient rain which would last 
through most of the night and early morning. A thin breeze off the 
Bay momentarily dispelled the gauze of , steam, but the air soon 
became still and heavy. A humid closeness again filled the Square, 
and the thunder echoed languidly in the distance. 
Jeff passed through the Square crowded with half-discernible 
shapes and figures; loud minor-key horns blared continually as 
cartella, automobile and man struggled for passage. Lashing tongues 
in varied languages beat relentlessly against the sides of the Square 
and rebounded into the confusion. The small side street leading 
from the Cathedral up to Rizal Avenue was too narrow for carriage 
and car trade, and Jeff began to walk towards it quickly, breathing 
heavily. The street felt comparatively cool, and he walked more 
slowly trying to regain his breath. Heavy fumes of boiling cabbage 
and rice replaced the closeness of the Square, and the excited chat-
ter of small children drowned the hub-bub of the Square behind. 
Jeff glanced at his watch almost peevishly; he was already five 
minutes late for his noon appointment with Harry at the Red Cross 
Club, and he winced at the thought of Harry's justified reprimand. 
Almost miraculously, the side street burst into the over-flowing Rizal 
Avenue and Plaza Goiti qeyond. The Red Cross Building was the 
former Public Library which stood at the opposite side of the Plaza 
Goiti, and Jeff saw before it a parked jeep. He ~ew that Harry 
would be inside the jeep in open violation of the Manila Police Or-
der; Harry would not let him forget that Harry had waited for 
him, thus breaking a civil law. Harry liked to play martyr, and he 
played the role well. 
Jeff got into the jeep without speaking and turned to Harry 
smilingly. Harry looked almost unbelievably fresh and crisp in his 
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heavily starched khakis, and his severely polished Second Lieuten• 
ant's bar shone brightly. "My God, Harry, you look like hell!" 
Jeff began to laugh as Harry gulped for breath. "I- I- I 
look like hell! What do you think you're wearing?" Jeff looked at 
his wilted and perspiration-soaked khakis and laughed again. Harry 
began again. "Well, what's so funny? You're late and in case you 
don't know it you--" 
"Yes, I know it. But for God's sake, Harry, no heroics today-
it's too damned hot. I take the blame for everything - everything. 
I hereby resolve to apologize to. . . . " 
Harry deliberately started the jeep and plunged into the mass 
of cars, horses and human flesh on Rizal Avenue. He then turned 
to Jeff. "There you go again, Jeff, always trying to be funny. You 
knew perfectly well that Madame Legarda had mvit~d us for ·bridge 
at one - why couldn't you have been here on time - for once. 
You know Madame Legarda is so particular about those things. Here 
I am trying to introduce you into the best Manila society, and what 
do I get for it?" 
"I don't really know- what?" 
"If your family knew the way you've been - been going 
around, they'd be shocked. Jeff, you just don't seem to care any 
more about things - things that matter, I mean. The war's over, 
and we're stuck with occupying these damned Islands. We might 
as well make the best of it. C'est la. guerre, you know!" 
"Sure, sure. C' est la. guerre!" 
"See- see, that's what I'm trying to say. We all realize what 
a fine and noble thing you all did, but, Jeff, the whole damnable mess 
is over. Let's face it. We are still civilized human beings you 
know." 
"Oh, God! Harry, let's forget it. It was all a goddamned waste 
of time - this war - and we'll all go back to our bridge parties 
and wager who'll start the next one. And how long it will last? 
We should be able to figure these things out, you know, because we're 
so terribly civilized. I wonder how many stuffed-shirts the Madame 
is having this afternoon - pickled or herring?" 
"I certainly hope you '11 at least be decent and not go off on 
one of your -" 
"Oh, fi.ddle-di-de no! My mother brought me up to say the 
most amusing and correct bans mots at just the right time. A good 
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up-bringing covers so many humane tendencies, or have you ever 
stepped out of tradition? Don't; it's frightful." 
"At times, Jeff, you sound - well, almost Communistic." 
"For lack of a better word, Harry?" 
Harry did not reply immediately, and they drove on in silence. 
It had scarcely been more than a year since the liberation of Manila; 
buildings still lay crumbled and defeated and, the persistent smell of 
death was mixed with the wet mortar. They were soon out beyond 
the piles of uncleaned rubble, and the Avenue became spacious and 
surprisingly clean. They were in the Santa Mesa; the homes were 
large and well-built, the gardens carefully kept. The war seemed a 
fantasy here - a grotesque joke or prank. Even the air seemed 
cooler and more refreshing as if it were somehow cleansed and puri-
fied. Jeff easily forgot 'dirty Manila, painful Manila - the slut 
Manila; he clo5ed his eyes and smiled. It was almost like being 
home again, and he was glad that he was going to Madame Legarda's 
party. Harry had been right; he had let himself go. He did belong 
here- here among gay and witty people. , . . 
Madame Legarda 's home was an architectural mistake. It had 
been begun as a Spanish Colonial Villa and finished as a Turkish 
Temple; a thick adobe wall surrounded the home and grounds punc-
tured only by a massive iron grille gate on the front drive. Delicate 
minarets appeared over stately palm and banana trees, and a too-
brilliant red tiled roof sparkled in the sun. 
Inside the long, narrow screened porch, Madame Legarda re-
ceived her guests, and showed them to waiting tables. She was dressed 
in a low-cut silk tea gown which spoke of Paris, 19 3 5; her sapphire 
jewel set gave her a modish aura. She had the finely chiseled features 
and arrogant expression that was inevitable in wealthy, pure Filipinos. 
There were ten guests, and, with General and Madame Legarda, 
three tables of bridge began. The afternoon passed pleasantly, and 
each person had the other for a partner. Jeff played unusually well, 
and he felt relaxed and enjoying himself for the first time in years. 
When Harry was his partner, he bid and made a grand slam, and 
Harry beamed approvingly. The guest list was the usual, Jeff gath-
ered from hearing chance conversation: several American Colonels, 
a Filipino Brigadier General and his wife, the American Vice-Consul 
whom Jeff had met at a previous party, and some well-dressed Fili-
pino business men with their wives. It was a congenial group, and 
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laughter came easily by the end of the afternoon. Around five the 
rain began to fall; at first, in large, heavy drops, but later a slow, 
incessant patter fell from the grey-bound sky forming a low, endless 
pattern of a single note. A light fog blotted the adobe wall from 
view, and they were as if isolated in an unreal world. 
After bridge, they migrated into the reception hall which led 
into the connecting drawing-rooms. The decor was heavy Moorish 
with a surprising touch of the delicate Oriental; an overhead electric 
fan whirled l~ily to the rhythm of the rain on the roof, and a large 
pair of crystal candlelabra were lighted to dispel the early gloom 
of evening. Jeff felt quite stupid not to have realized that such 
things existed-even in Manila; not also to have realized that one-
or two-years ago, there was probably another group here being 
entertained as pleasantly as they had been. Another group- much 
like this one - except for the Japanese in place of the Americans. 
Jeff laughed to himself that perhaps he was again being naive. There 
were probably Americans here during the Occupation; not the ones 
present but others. The "International" Americans. Jeff had 
heard stories, perhaps rumors, about the Americans and Filipinos -
moneyed and high-placed ones at that - who had cooperated with 
the Japanese during the Occupation. He had discredited it then, 
but n0w suddenly it seemed more plausible. In fact, it seemed more 
than plausible; it seemed logical. Jeff stifled a laugh; he had been 
naive, and he had believed all that patriotic nonsense about 
liberating the Philippines. Harry had been right; here was the civil-
U;ed world - inhabited by really smart and clever people. People 
who didn't fight, but the same people who accepted medals of honor 
in liberation day speeches. Jeff felt immensely pleased with him-
self. He was a member of this small group of people; this small 
group and several others like it was in possession of a twisted, cruel 
joke. The remainder of the world was the butt of the joke. Jeff 
suddenly felt very secure and safe; he realized without wanting to 
that he was no longer the recipient of the joke. Hereafter, he would 
be the giver. 
A gong, with a mellow, · pagan sound, sounded in Jeff's ears, 
and he noticed that the group had moved toward the oak-panelled 
dining room. The dinner progressed beautifully, almost enchant-
ingly, from one course to the other. Small Filipino houseboys darted 
skilfully between the serving table and the table, silent and efficient. 
• 
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Now, Jeff more carefully scrutinized the dinner group; he was look-
ing for something, but he wasn't quite sure what the something 
was. He was bothered, and he felt he shouldn't be. 
Finally the meal was completed, and they moved comfortably, 
slowly into the drawing rooms. Madame Legarda walked over to the 
grand piano, and began to play without being asked. She chose 
several of the too-familiar Strauss' waltzes and a Chopin prelude; it 
was all very flattering to a tired brain. Soon, General Legarda got 
up and went . over to the end of the drawing-room, and motioned 
for everyone to look. He removed a large pagoda-splashed screen 
and revealed a garish bamboo and chromium bar. At length Madame 
Legarda surrendered to the competition of the opened bar, and 
stopped playing; Jeff had remained attentive to the end, and he felt 
strangely disturbed when she stopped. But the harmony of the 
rain soon replaced the absence of musical keys, and Jeff wandered 
aimlessly about the room, listening to the rain and drawing mental 
images of the people in the room. 
Jeff looked for Harry, but saw him busily engaged talking to 
the American Vice-Consul at the bar. Jeff fingered his fourth 
straight bourbon lovingly between his hands. It was miraculous 
how different bourbon could make you feel in a few short minutes. 
It was then Jeff spied Madame Legarda across the room. A warm, 
happy sensation spread through his body, and he suddenly felt im-
pelled to pronounce his gratituc!;: ~0 such a lovely and charming 
hostess. He lifted his near-empty glass and began to speak. The 
motion was contagious and shortly there was a shrill clinking of glasses 
throughout the room. 
Jeff tried to clear his voice, but it remained thick and clouded . 
.. Ladies and gentlemen, I wish to propose a toast to our delightful 
and charming hostess, Madame Legarda." A titter of feminine 
laughter stole through the air. "For one," Jeff began again, "who 
has kept the light of culture and good taste glowing - glowing in 
the Dark, Dark Ages of occupation - we now salute you and the 
Renaissance which you have been instrumental in . bringing about. 
To the Renaissance of the Philippines under Madame Legarda!" 
There was a tremendous clap of hands, and Jeff reached for another 
drink. Madame Legarda made a half-hearted and polite attempt 
to stop Jeff. 
Jeff seemed intensely alive. His head seemed unbelievably light, 
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and the laughing faces appeared to be gaily painted puppets. Jeff 
was the master - the supreme master - he was the giver now and 
not the receiver. He had power at last; Jeff's voice was now low and 
confidential. He knew he was nearly drunk, and the thought did 
not displease him. "Now we know what makes this stupid, stinking, 
rotten world operate - don't we? Well, don't we?" There was 
an ominous silence blanketing the room. Madame Legarda 's face 
changed from a bemused expression of benevolence to a harried and 
anxious look; she searched the room for her husband's eyes. 
Jeff's words became one of a kind; he groped for a meaning 
which seemed hidden. "Are you afraid to admit it? Surely you 
aren't afraid to say it here?" No one spoke, and Harry came out 
of a crowd of faces and stood before Jeff. His look told Jeff to stop, 
but Jeff knew he could not. Jeff tried to stifle a laugh, but it broke 
full-force from his lips. He stood there swaying slightly; seeing 
clearly at one moment, then seeing faces, lights and Moorish furni-
ture combine hideously the next. 
Madame Legarda stood looking transfixed at Jeff, breathing in 
short gasps. Suddenly the faces seemed to be closing in on Jeff -
many faces, many drunken, spoiled faces. The blood rose in Jeff's 
forehead, and he knew that he hated all of these people. He wanted 
to hit these people; he wanted more to kill them. He was no longer 
ci~ed, and he was glad. 
Harry gently pushed Jeff towards the screened porch, but Jeff 
freed himself. He faced the people and Harry, and a strange sense 
of relief went through his body. Jeff stood there without speaking 
or being spoken to. A pained smile curled around Jeff's lips, and 
he stood there laughing softly and contemptuously. Madame Le· 
garda had returned to the piano, and she played some ridiculou~ 
Filipino folk tune. Jeff felt empty, tired, drained; he stood, as if 
enchanted, listening to the folk tune. It had an utterly trivial air 
to it. Jeff's mind sang the refrain: trivial, utterly trivial, trivial. ... 
He turned and left the room. Outside the rain was cool and 
refreshing, but the refrain of the song floated gently out of the 
house, past Jeff and into the darkness beyond. The smell of death 
and decay came with a breeze from the city. It was not a trivial 
smell but a strong and terrifying one. 
It seemed to Jeff to be a challenge, and he turned and began 
walking back towards the city. 
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THE UNPERFORMED MUSIC OF BERLIOZ 
George W. Stowe, '49 
LAST year's radio performance under Toscanini of the Romeo and Juliet symphony of Hector Berlioz was such an outstand-ing artistic success that many have begun to ask why this work 
hasn't been given more often. To this writer it is a valid question 
and one that might be applied equally well to a whole handful of 
the Frenchman's masterpieces, works that are so seldom performed 
today that they are unknown to the average concert-goer. 
Only the Roman Carnival Overture and the Fantastic Symphony 
have managed to keep the name of Berlioz fairly well known on 
concert programs today. Admittedly, there are sporadic perform-
ances of some of his other works, but they are so few and far between 
as to be practically negligible. Some of his finest works seem to be 
wholly neglected. 
In his day Hector Berlioz was considered probably the greatest 
of musical innovators, not precluding Wagner. A master of orches-
tration, he was noted for his ability at achieving hitherto inarticulated 
tonal effects. Even among his contemporaries, to whom his innova-
tions must certainly have been more startling than they are to the 
blase critic of today, he evoked the highest praise. Glinka and 
Cesar Cui had great admiration for him. Mussorgsky even went 
as far as to assert that there were two musical giants, "the thinker, 
Beethoven, and the superthinker, Berlioz." And Liszt was almost as 
great a propagandist for Berlioz as he was for Wagner, making many 
piano transcriptions of his works. 
There has always been another school of thought, however, one 
which feels obliged to pose the query (as Robert Schumann did) as 
to whether Berlioz was a "genius or a musical adventurer." They 
maintain that the composer seldom rose above mere theatricality and 
blatant melodrama in his work. To them I would point out the 
oratorio, L'Enfance du Christ (if they have been lucky enough to 
hear it) or the Love Music from Romeo and Juliet . 
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Berlio~ lived in an age of tUrbulence. A decade before he was 
born the last drum roll of the French Revolution had died away. 
But on his birth date, 1803, the star of Napoleon had just begun to 
rise. During Berlio~' infancy and youth Bonaparte spread his 
power over most of Europe and at the time Berlio~ went to Paris 
to study medicine, the French emperor had finally reached his ignom-
inious end at St. Helena. 
Berlio~ eventually discontinued his medical studies to devote him-
self entirely to music - his first love. Three times he submitted his 
work for the Prix di Rome unsuccessfully, but won it on the fourth 
try. 
His experience in Italy provided material for the later composi-
tion of the symphony, Harold in Italy (which has the famous viola 
solos); his King Lear Overture was also composed during this period. 
When Pagannini heard Harold, it is said that he sent Berlioz 20,000 
francs, so that the composer could be independent and free himself 
from the journalistic tasks which he had been forced to undertake 
to support himself. 
Three years later Berlio~ finished his powerful Requiem. This 
is a work that is so typically Berlioz that there is little which is 
particularly "religious" about it. However, there is a certain mourn-
ful nobility about the whole composition. And it is a work that 
requires a Berliozian array of participants; eighty sopranos and altos, 
sixty tenors, seventy bassos, and an orchestra of about one hundred 
and eighty men (sixteen kettledrums were used!). However, these 
forces were handled with much more restraint than might be sup-
posed. 
In 1839 Berlioz finished and had performed what many critics 
consider his greatest work-his Romeo and Juliet Symphony. The 
composer called it a "dramatic symphony, with choruses" and it 
comes very near to being opera in concert form. In this we find 
some very fine writing, notably Romeo's Reverie and the Fete of 
the Capulets, the previously-mentioned Scene D'Amour, and the 
justly celebrated Queen Mab Scher~o. some of the most magical 
music ever written. 
The Damnation of Faust is probably the French master's most 
famous creation. Berlio~ took a good many liberties with Goethe's 
text and actually placed Faust in the Hungarian plains, perhaps 
merely to interpolate his famed Rakoc~y March. However, there is 
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much fine music in this. Brander's Song and the chorus of sylphs 
are notable and Berlioz at his best. 
In 1849 Berlioz finished his 'T e Deum, which probably packs 
more power than any of his compositions. It is scored, in typical 
style, for 800 voices and an orchestra of 15'0 (and incidentally, a 
choir of 600 children). Nowhere has the composer ever achieved 
such an awe-inspiring effect as in the tremendous final choral move-
ment - "Judex crederis." The sheer physical force of this move-
ment is almost overwhelming. 
And finally, we have his last masterpiece, L'Enfance du Christ. 
Berlioz achieved some beautiful effects in this, especially in the sec-
tion entitled La Fuite en Egypt, a portion that stands alone as a 
masterpiece. Brahms had tremendous admiration for this work. 
And it is quite uncharacteristic of the Frenchman in its economy 
of instrumentation. 
There are many other lesser compositions that deserve com-
mendation. A notable example is the Funeral March from Hamlet-
a very gloomy but powerful bit of writing. 
Hector Berlioz was a man of vast energy and vast ideas. His 
revolutionary musical concepts did not fail to influence many of his 
contemporaries, including Wagner. But he had a variable success 
during his own lifetime, a fate which seems to have pursued him up 
to the present time. In the early 1900's his music gained quite a 
bit of popularity, especially in England where the late Sir Hamilton 
Harty became his indefatigable protagonist. In this country, how-
ever, he has not fared so well. 
Many arguments have been brought forward to explain the 
rarity of Berlioz performances. The most persistent is, of course, 
that they are discouraged by the necessity of recruiting large choruses 
and extra instrumentalists for his big works. In his program notes, 
however, Berlioz continually stressed the fact that the number of per-
formers need be "only relative." Furthermore, many of his works, 
notably the Infancy of Christ, do not require large musical forces. 
It is rather difficult to tell whether the lack of interest in Berlioz 
is not due to the apathy of conductors toward any music of the 
past which is not part of the standard repetoire. Certainly there 
is much of it which should be part of that repetoire. 
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BIRTHDAY POEM 
At noon I suddenly recalled the day 
And laughed aloud at my forgetfulness. 
My mailbox held six cards, three serious, 
Two whimsical, and one hilarious. 
An envelope, in thoughtful thoughtlessness 
Contained a birthday check. I saw a play 
Alone that afternoon, then watched a thin 
And lonesome dog run over by a car. 
The driver sped away as if the sin 
Were doubled if he stopped and saw how far 
The head lay from the body of the beast. 
And soon my solitary joy increased; 
I drank bad rum with shallow friends, and tried 
To laugh at trite obscenities. The night 
Became a dream. At dawn it died, 
Thus finishing my birthday's quaint delight. 
37 
Edward F. Albee, '50 
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CITIES AND VILLAGES OF BAVARIA, 1946 
Kenneth D. 'Thomas, '51 
M y position in the Army Base Post Office at Wurzburg gave me the opportunity to travel on business and for pleasure through the larger part of the Province of Bavaria during 
the year 1946, and to observe many of the villages and several large 
cities. The contrast between the cities and villages of Southern 
Germany was at once apparent and striking. 
I recall going to Frankfort on a three-day pass to celebrate the 
Easter holidays. Every night while I was there, I went to bed like 
a man who has made merry in a graveyard. Frankfort, like Munich 
or Nurnberg, presents block after block of shattered apartments and 
battered shops 'which offer for sale only cheap knick-knacks, stamp 
collections, or a few loaves of coarse bread. Along the banks of the 
River Main stand the ruins of Medieval churches. When I stood 
in the central square of Frankfort before the main station during the 
evening rush hours, I saw shabbily-dressed people milling about the 
crawling streetcars; behind them loomed the hulk of the railroad 
station, a symbol of the old order of Germany which has perished. 
The shuflling, pushing crowd, carrying worn briefcases and clumsy 
bundles, appeared to me as a silent army battling in vain the Four 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse. 
Leaving a scene of this sort ip Frankfort or Nurnberg, I was 
more than once impressed by the abrupt change in the aspect of the 
life in the villages and hamlets. Here the simple peasant family still 
broke bread under its own roof, had brilliant geraniums on the 
window sills, and kept a few noisy geese in the dust of the dooryard. 
A blond boy herded the bleating sheep through the village streets 
to their mountain pastures. The parish church stood as firmly as 
a chubby German nun secure in the hope of Heaven. Beyond the 
village gate the surrounding fields stretched across the valley floor 
to the orchards, the sloping pastures, and the mountains. Patiently 
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the peasant followed the yoke of oxen along the furrows, and the 
stooped womenfolk dug and hoed the lumpy soil, which, with the 
return of the spring sunshine, once more promised the triumph of 
living things. The peasantry repeat the pattern of daily life through-
out the centuries, and are the eternal basis of society. 
I always knew what a grim sight awaited us upon our return 
to the bombed city of Wurzburg, and often looked out from the back 
of the truck for a momentary glimpse of the village. The baroque 
dome of the church pointed upward. . . 
MADAKET BAY, NANTUCKET 
Eel Point floats out its low protecting arm, 
Where pale blue sky meets darker white-flecked sea. 
A silent bastion 'gainst the storms' alarm 
Green sand-beribboned Tuckennuck I see. 
Above the waves the heckling gulls glide free, 
Beneath, the conch and buried quahaug hide. 
Afar a scrap of canvas heels to lea, 
And fishermen who 'round the shore abide, 
Their boats at night drawn up beyond the clutching tide. 
John W. Coote, '51 
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THE UNWANTED GIFT 
Philemon F. Sturges, III, '51 
IT was the night before Christmas, and Jeanne was huddled in her bed watching soft, white snowflakes settling on her window sill. She gazed at the small spirals which paused for an instant 
in front of the cold panes of glass, and then drifted out of sight. 
Tomorrow would be her big day. Visions of hoped-for gifts went 
through her mind. She wanted a doll, not an ordinary doll, but a 
doll as big as a baby with blue eyes that shut when it was put to 
bed. She hoped to receive a set of dishes, blue dishes decorated with 
yellow flowers, and matching teacups. Oh, how she hoped the tri-
cycle that she had seen in her mother's closet was for her and not for 
her younger brother. "Jacque's much too bad, and much too little 
to have a shiny new tricycle," she thought contemptuously. 
"And I wish that I could get a crayon set with hundreds and 
hundreds of crayons ... and a doll house with curtains ... and 
oh, how I hope there's a new pair of party shoes for me ... nice 
black shoes ... with shiny silver buckles ... then won't all the 
girls at Pierre's be jealous? . . . and I'll shine them every night and 
put them in a special place in the closet . . . then Marianne won't 
be able to brag about all the nice things that she has . . . oh, Mari-
anne, she's so mean, I hate her ... " Jeanne's eyelids felt warm and 
heavy. Her thoughts grew hazy and slowly she rolled over, stretch-
ing her feet down between the cool, clean sheets at the foot of her 
bed. 
"Oh, if I only get some party shoes with silver buckles ... silver 
buckles . . . " She sighed, rolled over again, and fell into a deep, 
deep sleep. 
* * * 
jeanne was up as soon as the sky began to glow in the East. 
Quietly she crept downstairs into the half-dark living room in the 
corner of which stood the tall, black tree. In a far corner she spied 
something mingled with the other gifts. It was just a box - but 
the shape! There could be no mistake; it was a shoe box. In the 
dim light she could see the card on which was written "To Jeanne, 
with all our love, Mamma and Papa." The party shoes! Her heart 
skipped a beat. Quickly but quietly she scampered upstairs, and 
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jumped into bed. It seemed like years before the family assembled at 
the foot of the glittering tree. 
Everyone was smiling. The sun streamed in the large window. 
and made the gifts seem even more glamorous. Jeanne was near 
the corner where she had seen the small box. 
M. Dubois began to distribute the gifts. "Jeanne," he said, 
"If you look under the tree, I think you'll find something for you." 
Jeanne's eyes gleamed. It was for her and not her brother. Its 
red paint glistened in the sunlight, and the bell on it made a loud 
jangle. 
"Oh, thank you" she said joyfully, then hastily added, "Mamma, 
can I open this one now?" hopefully pointing to the box snuggled 
in the corner. 
"Wait your turn, dear," replied Mme. Dubois. 
"And now here's one for Jacques," droned M. Dubois. 
"Oh, I hope they have silver buckles," thought Jeanne, "or even 
gold ones, and I hope they're black and shiny." After an eternity 
she was given permission to open the gift. She pounced on it, and 
couldn't remove the paper fast enough. Finally the box top flew 
off, and there hidden under several layers of crinkly paper were two 
black forms. 
"The party shoes," she gasped, and with one quick motion tore 
off the remaining paper. 
A shroud of silence hung over the dinner table. Jeanne refused 
to eat. The tricycle seemed dull and tarnished to her, and the bell 
made an obnoxious clang. Her doll was lying in the corner with its 
eyes shut. just where she had thrown it. No one had removed the 
dishes from the living room rug. M. Dubois looked sadly at his wife. 
She said to him, 'Tm sorry, dear; I thought she would like some 
sturdy shoes to wear to school." 
* * * 
Jeanne opened her eyes. Sadly she looked around her, and 
saw the paneless windows, the shattered rock, and torn walls. A 
heavy snow had covered the ground and a cold wind entered the 
gaping hole in the ceiling along with the bright, heatless sunlight. 
She stiffiy arose, folded her tattered blanket, and started towards 
what was once a door. Wistfully she looked at the remains of her 
shoes, wishing that her mother were alive and could once again give 
her such a wonderful gift. Then she stumbled out into the ruined 
village to try to find a Christmas dinner. 
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BROWNING AND BLAKE 
'Thurman L. Hood 
English Department, 'Trinity College 
LAST year it was my privilege to announce in the 'Trinity Re-view the discovery that in "My Last Duchess" Browning drew heavily upon one of Cervantes' Exemplary Novels and that 
he introduced Cervantes' self-portrait into the description of the poet 
of Valladolid in "'How It Strikes a Contemporary.'" The Review 
invites an encore, and I am glad of the opportunity to be the first 
(so far as I know) to associate another mighty predecessor of Brown-
ing's . with his work. " 'Transcendentalism: a Poem in Twelve 
Books'" stands as a companion-poem to "'How It Strikes a Con-
temporary'" in Browning's collected works, the first under the head-
ing Men and Women. It has hitherto been taken as an undramatic 
monologue in which Browning himself addresses as "poet" some 
unidentified person, possibly Carlyle; I take it to be a dramatic 
monologue, exemplifying, expounding, and illustrating aspects of 
Browning's poetics, in the form of a remonstrance to William Blake 
by the shade of his dead brother Robert against the abandonment 
of lyric form and essence in Blake's Prophetic Writings. 
The present form of the title and the body of the poem is as 
follows: 
"TRANSCENDENTALISM: A POEM IN TWELVE BOOKS" 
Stop playing, poet! May a brother speak? 
'T is you speak, that's your error. Song's our art : 
Whereas you please to speak these naked thoughts 
Instead of draping them in sights and sounds. 
-True thoughts, good thoughts, thoughts fit to treasure up! 
But why such long prolusion and display, 
Such turning and adjustment of the harp, 
And taking it upon your breast, at length, 
Only to speak dry words across its strings? 
Stark-naked thought is in request enough : 
Speak prose and hollo it till Europe hears! 
The six-foot Swiss tube, braced about with bark, 
Which helps the hunter's voice from Alp to Alp-
Exchange our harp for that,-who hinders you? 
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But here's your fault; grown men want thought, you think; 
Thought's what they mean by verse, and seek in verse: 
Boys seek for images and melody, 
Men must have reason-so, you aim at men. 
Quite otherwise! Objects throng our youth 't is true; 
We see and hear and do not wonder much: 
If you could tell us what they mean, indeed! 
As German Boehme never cared for plants 
Until it happed, a•walking in the fields, 
He noticed all at once that plants could speak, 
Nay, turned with loosened tongue to talk with him. 
That day the daisy had an eye indeed-
Colloqui~ed with the cowslip on such themes! 
We find them extant yet in Jacob's prose. 
But by the time youth slips a stage or two 
While reading prose in that tough book he wrote 
(Collating and emendating the same 
And settling on the sense most to our mind), 
We shut the clasps and find life's summer past. 
Then who helps more, pray, to repair our loss-
Another Boehme with a tougher book 
And subtler meanings of what roses say,-
Or some stout Mage like him of Halberstadt, 
John, who made things Boehme wrote thoughts about? 
He with a "look you!" vents a brace of rhymes, 
And in there breaks the sudden rose herself, 
Over us, under, round us every side, 
Nay, in and out the tables and the chairs 
And musty volumes, Boehme's book and all,-
Buries us with a glory, young once more, 
Pouring heaven into this shut house of life. 
So come, the harp back to your heart again! 
You are a poem, though your poem 'e naught. 
The best of all you showed 'before, believe, 
Was your own boy-face o'er the finer chords 
Bent, following the cherub at the top 
That points to God with his paired half-moon wings. 
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Browning's use of quotation marks around the title suggests 
that he was quoting in adapted form the title of one of Blake's 
Prophetic Writings, which appeared in some editions as Milton : a 
Poem in 'Twelve Bool{s (in other editions more accurately entitled 
Milton: a Poem in 'Two Bool{s). "Milton" in Blake's poem is the 
spiritual symbol of true religious freedom of the imagination; and 
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Browning may have assumed that Blake, in his apparently inten· 
tional use of "twelve books" in the title of a poem which contained 
but two, intended an appositional description of Milton the man as 
himself being a poem, an epic poem "in twelve books." It is not 
far-fetched to assume that both in quoting Blake's title and in writ· 
ing "You are a poem, though your poem's naught," Browning was 
applying to Blake, as he thought Blake had applied to Milton, the 
famous sentence from the Apology for Smectymnuus: "He who 
would not be frustrate of his hope to write well hereafter in laud-
able things ought himself to be a true poem." 
The speaker in the poem may be taken to be the spirit of Blake's 
younger brother Robert, appearing in a waking vision. After the 
death of the father of the two brothers, Robert lived for two years 
and a half as a beloved member of Blake's family and a gratis pupil 
in drawing. Then, as Gilchrist informs us, "At the commencement 
of 1787, the artist's peaceful happiness was greatly disturbed by the 
premature death, in his twenty-fifth year, of his beloved brother: 
buried in Bunhill Fields the 11th of February. Blake affectionately 
tended him in his illness, and during the last fortnight of it watched 
continuously day and night by his bedside, without sleep. When 
all claim had ceased with that brother's last breath, his own exhaus-
tion showed itself in an unbroken sleep of three days' and nights' 
duration. The mean room of sickness had been to the spiritual man, 
as to him most scenes were, a place of vision and of revelation; for 
Heaven lay about him still, in manhood, as in infancy it 'lies about us' 
all. At the last solemn moment, the visionary eyes beheld the re• 
leased spirit ascend heavenward through the matter-of-fact ceiling, 
'clapping its hands for joy' - a truly Blake-like detail. No wonder 
he could paint such scenes! With him they were work'y-day ex-
periences." In connection with Blake's Milton, Gilchrist writes, 
"Two of the designs chiefly arrest attention, each of which shows us 
a figure falling as if struck by Heaven, one bearing the inscription 
Robert, and the other William. They embody the sweet remem-
brance which Blake preserved of his lost brother, throughout the 
dying life of every day. Of the two figures, Robert, the already 
dead, is wrapped in the deeper shadow; but, in other respects, they 
are almost the same." Elsewhere Gilchrist writes: "Though Blake's 
brother Robert had ceased to be with him in the flesh, he was seldom 
far absent from the faithful visionary in spirit. Down to late age 
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the survivor talked much and often of that dear brother; and in the 
hours of solitude and inspiration his form would appear and speak 
to the poet in consolatory dream, in warning or in helpful vision." 
Blake's "prolusion and display" and "turning and adjustment 
of the harp" before writing one of his later works appear in the 
address "To the Public" prefatory to Jerusalem: the Emanation of the 
Giant Albion. In it he writes "Of the Measure, in which the fol-
lowing Poem is written," in a vein of which the words of the 
brother in " 'Transcendentalism' " seem distinctly reminiscent. 
"When this verse was first dictated to me, I consider'd a Monotonous 
Cadence like that used by Milton & Shakespeare & all writers of 
English Blank Verse, derived from the modern bondage of Rhyming, 
to be a necessary and indispensible part of Verse. But I soon found 
that in the mouth of a true Orator such monotony was not only 
awkward, but as much a bondage as rhyme itself. I therefore have 
produced a variety in every line, both of cadences & number of 
syllables. Every word and every letter is studied and put into its 
fit place; the terrific numbers are reserved for the terrific parts, the 
mild & gentle for the mild & gentle parts, and the prosaic for in-
ferior parts; all are necessary to each other. Poetry Fetter'd Fetters 
the Human Race. Nations are Destroy'd or Flourish in proportion 
as Their Poetry, Painting, and Music are Destroy'd, or Flourish. 
The Primeval State of Man was Wisdom, Art and Science." 
The applicability to Blake's work of the brother's counsel to 
"speak prose" if he wishes to utter "stark-naked thought" is thus 
confirmed by William Muir in the Preface to the facsimile edition 
of Milton: "Blake wrote his first verses between 1768 and 1777. 
They were published as Poetical S~etches iri 1783. In substance 
they heralded the return to free nature that Cowper, Burns, and 
Wordsworth conducted during the rest of the century, but in form 
I think they are attempts to comply with the metrical taste of the 
day, and I would say the same of the Songs of Innocence, and of 
Experience. Much of the charm that these works have to us arises 
from their failure so to comply, but I doubt if that charm was in-
tended - or appreciated - by their author. It certainly was in-
visible to his contemporaries. 
"Finding verse irksome to his impetuous fancy, Blake attempted 
the rhythmic prose, by which Macpherson took the world by storm 
in his paraphrase from the Gaelic in 1760-63. The result in Blake's 
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hands is something very unlike the style of Macpherson - of this 
fact Milton is an example- and all who know the admirable non-
rhythmic prose that Blake could write when he chose, and did write 
in his Marriage of Heaven and Hell, must regret his liking for 
Ossian." 
What "dry words" were uttered "across the strings" of Blake's 
harp after "such prolusion and display" are thus described by 
Arthur Symons on the flyleaf of his copy of Jerusalem: "In J erusa-
Iem we have symbols, partly Jewish and partly British, into which 
Blake has gradually resolved his mythology. It is all, in his own 
words, 'allegory addressed to the intellectual powers, while it is 
altogether hidden from the corporeal understanding,' and the poem 
becomes harder to read as it becomes more and more naked, concen-
trated, and unexplained." In this bit of comment, Arthur Symons 
bears witness to the applicability to Blake of the brother's criticism 
of the poet's later work, in "'Transcendentalism'." 
Anyone reading Blake with " 'Transcendentalism'" in mind will 
be compelled to admit its fitness as basic criticism of Blake; and he 
will also be reminded almost constantly of one and another phrase 
appearing in the poem; for example, "hollo it till Europe hears," 
"pouring heaven into this shut house of life," "from Alp to Alp," 
"youth slips a stage or two,'' "what roses say," "German Boehme," 
"thought," "the harp," and "the Cherub." Here follows the merest 
sprinkling of illustrations, mostly selected for their brevity, and at 
random, ripped from their context. 
Urizen heard them cry 
And his shudd'ring, waving wings 
Went enormous above the red flames, 
Drawing clouds of despair thro' the heavens 
Of Europe as he went ... . 
Then the thunders of Urizen bellow'd aloud 
From his woven darkness above. 
Ore, ranging in European darkness, 
Arose like a pillar of fire above the Alps . ... 
And he beheld the Cloud of Milton stretching over Europe ... . 
Los walks upon his ancient Mountains in the deadly darkness . . . 
Looking to the East : fi his voice is heard over the whole Earth .. . . 
His voice is heard from Albion : the Alps and Appenines 
Listen: . .. 
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Trembling I sit day and night; my friends are astonish'd at me; 
Yet they forgive my wanderings. I rest not from my great task, 
To open the Eternal Worlds, to open the immortal Eyes 
Of Man inwards into the worlds of Thought, into Eternity 
Ever expanding in the Bosom of God, the Human Imagination . 
. • he sie~'d the Trump fi blow'd the enormous blast. 
his trumpet and his sweet harp 
Are silent on his clouded hills. . . . 
Wherefore hast thou shut me into the winter of human life, 
And clos'd up the sweet regions of youth and virgin innocence, 
Where we live, forgetting error, not pondering on evil, 
Among my lambs fi brooks of water, among my warbling birds; 
Where we delight in innocence before the face of the Lamb, 
Going in and out before him in his love and sweet affection? 
In the dark world, a narrow house, he wanders up and down, 
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The crooked horn mellows the hoarse raving serpent, terrible but harmonious. 
The W ine·press on the Rhine groans loud, but all its central beams 
Act more terrific in the central Cities of the Nations, 
Where Human Thought is crush'd beneath the iron hand of Power. 
The Song of the Aged Mother which shook the heavens with wrath, 
Hearing the march of long resounding, strong heroic Verse 
Marshall'd in order for the day of Intellectual Battle. 
The heavens quake, the earth was moved and shudder' d. and the mountains . . . 
Why should Punishment Weave the Veil with Iron Wheels of War, 
When Forgiveness might it Weave with Wings of Cherubim? 
nor shall that which is above 
Ever descend into thee, but thou shalt be a Non Entity for ever. 
And Los was roof'd in from Eternity 
I see the New Jerusalem descending out of Heaven 
Between thy Wings of gold fi silver feather'd immortal, 
My friend the Angel climb'd up from his station into the mill; I remain'd 
alone, fi then this appearance was no more : but I found myself upon a 
pleasant bank beside a river by moon light, hearing a harper, who sung to 
the harp; fi his theme was: "The man who never alters his opinion is like 
standing water, fi breeds reptiles of the mind." 
But I arose and sought for the mill; fi there I found my Angel, who, 
surprised, asked me how I had escaped. 
Have now another plain fact. Any man of mechanical talents may, 
from the writings of Paracelsus or Jacob Behmen, produce ten thousand 
volumes of equal value with Swedenborg's, and from those of Dante and 
Shakespeare an infinite number. 
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But when he has done this, let him not say that he knows better than 
his master, for he only holds a candle in the sunshine. 
Like an angel glitt' ring in the sky 
In times of innocence and holy joy; 
The joyful shepherd stops his grateful song 
To hear the music of an angel's tongue. 
Soon my Angel came again: 
I was arm'd, he came in vain; 
For the time of youth was fled. 
· And gray hairs were on my head. 
The Lilly of the valley breathing in the humble grass 
Answer'd the lovely maid and said: "I am a wat'ry weed, 
And I am very small, and love to dwell in lowly vales; 
So weak, the gilded butterfly scarce perches on my head. 
Yet I am visited from heaven, and he that smiles on all 
Walks in the valley, and each morn over me spreads his hands," 
First, ee~ the morning breaks, joy opens in the flowery bosoms, 
Joy even to tears, which the Sun rising dries: first the Wild Thyme 
And Meadow•sweet, downy & soft, waving among the reeds, 
Light springing on the air, lead the sweet Dance; they wake 
The Honeysuckle sleeping on the Oak; the flaunting beauty 
Revels along upon the wind; the White·thorn, lovely May, 
Opens her many lovely eyes. Listening, the Rose still sleeps; 
None dare to wake her: soon she bursts her crimson curtain'd bed 
And comes forth in the majesty of beauty. Every Plower, 
The Pink, the Jessamine, the Wall•.flower, the Carnation, 
The Jonquil, the mild Lilly, opes her heavens; every Tree 
And Flower & Herb soon fill the air with an innumerable Dance, 
Yet all in order sweet & lovely. Men are sick with Love. 
"Then tell me, what is the material world, and is it dead?" 
He, laughing answer'd: "I will write a book on leaves of flowers, 
"If you will feed me on love•thoughts & give me now and then 
"A cup of sparkling poetic fancies; so, when I am tipsie, 
'Tll sing to you to this soft lute, and shew you all alive 
"The world, where every particle of dust breathes forth its joy." 
I took him home in my warm bosom: as we went along 
Wild flowers I gather'd, & he shew'd me each eternal flower: 
He laugh'd aloud to see them whimper because they were pluck'd. 
They hover'd round me like a cloud of incense: when I came 
Into my parlour and sat down and took my pen to write, 
My Fairy sat upon the table and dictated EUROPE. 
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Thirteen years ago I lost a brother, and with his spirit I converse daily 
and hourly in the spirit, and see him in my remembrance, in the regions of 
my imagination. I hear his advice, and even now write from his dictate. 
Forgive me for expressing to you my enthusiasm, which I wish all to partake 
of, since it is to me a source of immortal joy, even in this world . By it I 
am the companion of angels. 
I remain'd as a Child 
All I ever had known 
Before me bright Shone. 
There is abundant quarry, but the hunt must have its end. 
" 'Transcendentalism' " apparently refers also to elements of Blake's 
pictorial work. The first plate of J eru.salem, for example, a full 
page design without text, shows a pilgrim, bearing lanternwise his 
"globe of fire," passing through a low doorway, doubtless to explore 
the state of error, the sleep of the spirit in the dark house of life. 
Most striking circumstance of all, however, as furnishing a unique 
resemblance between the poem and the works of Blake, is that the 
elements of the picture suggested in the closing lines of " 'Transcen-
dentalism' " can all be found in pictures by Blake. In Blake's illus-
trated Gray, the first opening of "The Bard" (reproduced on the 
next page) shows a heavenward-sweeping youthful spirit of poesy 
and, opposite, an elder bard sulking beside an idle harp; the harp 
itself has a cherub at the top . Such another cherub would be far to 
seek, particularly in connection with a poem concerning poetry. 
The cherub does not point to God with paired half-moon wings. But 
this specification is strikingly met in Blake's Raphael, conversing with 
Adam in his illustration to Paradise Lost, V, 37·1-95' (reproduced on 
the next page) . Such wings are rare, if not unique, in art as they 
are in poetry. 
Whatever this discovery of the presence of Blake in one of 
Browning's poems may do to stimulate search for traces of his in-
fluence on Browning in other poems, it should have at least one 
negative effect. Makers of Browning guidebooks need no longer 
disprize the poem as a dull debate between Browning and Carlyle 
and explain Browning's placing it at the start of the group entitled 
Men and Women in his collected works as probably due to his not 
knowing where else to place it. Poor Robert Browning! 
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."o'er the finer chords 
Bent, following the cherub at the top" 
"That points to God with his paired half-moon wings." 
